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The ability of an autonomous vehicle control system to
plan a safe, collision-free local path from one vehicle
position to another is one of the most important
functions. In this thesis, it is shown how a safe
obstacle-free local path can be planned using optimal
control theory and optimization techniques. The problem
is posed as a two point boundary value problem with
various problem constraints which control the vehicle
behavior in transversing from one point to another. The
objective function being minimized is a control
performance index which includes vehicle energy saving
parameters. Numerous fixed and moving obstacles in the
dive plane are introduced and successfully avoided using
this technique. Three dimensional path planning is also
successfully demonstrated on a 12 state linear model of an
underwater vehicle. This technique is shown to be a




The reader is cautioned that computer programs
developed in this research may not have been exercised for
all cases of interest. While every effort has been made,
within the time available, to ensure that the programs are
free of computational and logic errors, they can not be
considered validated. Any application of these programs
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The presently forecast missions of an Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) vary in scope from mine detection
and avoidance to surveying the bottom of oceans. Further,
it is expected that many of these missions will be
conducted within the context of military objectives.
Admiral William H. Rowden, Commander Naval Sea Systems
Command stated that, "With the NAVSEA (Naval Sea System
Command) Integrated Robotics Program about to enter its
fifth year of existence, it seems appropriate to look back
and ahead to establish a baseline for the promulgation of
policy guidelines to facilitate the continuing evolution
of this important program." [Ref. 1] He goes on to say
that the time has come to incorporate the value of
robotics and automation into the Navy's expanding mission.
Recent articles of Military Robotics [Refs. 2-6], have
pointed out the increased availability of robotic
vehicles. These include Remotely Piloted Aircraft,
Unmanned Submarines, Teleoperated Combat Vehicles, Cruise
Missiles and Teleoperated and Autonomous Weapons.
An extremely important part of the total AUV vehicle
control logic is its need to plan and execute a safe
passage in the undersea environment. Local path planning
1
is the function provided by an intelligent system, which
determines safe, collision-free trajectory of travel
between two points, a start point and a target point, for a
specific time lapse. One possible total system block
diagram that shows how the local path planner could be
interfaced, is shown in Figure 1.1. Here, the Global
Planning System would provide the Local Path Planner with a
series of data sets. Included in the data sets would be
destination position, destination time, start position,
start time, obstacles and boundaries. In return, the path
planner would provide an optimal path based upon the
limitations of the vehicle dynamics, power plant
efficiency, obstacle field, and required maneuver time.
Numerous techniques have been used to achieve collision
free local paths for various vehicle types and
manipulators. These include graphical search methods [Refs
7-11], potential field methods [Refs. 12-16] and optimal
control theory [Refs. 17, 18]. This thesis is concerned
with developing a method of autonomous planning using
optimal control theory.
B. PREVIOUS WORK
A basic investigation of local path planning was
previously conducted using optimal control theory
[Ref. 19]. In that study, major emphasis was placed on the



























































MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) problem and its
generalization to a submersible. That work included
objective function determination, integration method
studies, linear versus nonlinear solution results,
computational expense and an obstacle avoidance solution
with one fixed obstacle. The objective function used for
optimization was a quadratic performance index of the form:
J = fflNTIM (xTqx + uTRU)dt
1J
where,
U = the control vector; and
X = desired states-actual states (i.e. state error)
The nonlinear hydrodynamic equations of motion for the
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle being studied were of the
following form:
MX + f(X, X) = g(U)
The "best" solution was obtained by minimizing the
objective function (J) in order to find the best U(t) and
X(t) values.
The Automatic Design Synthesis (ADS) Fortran Program
[Ref. 20] was utilized for problem optimization and the
Dynamic Simulation Language (DSL) Program [Ref. 21] was
utilized for objective function calculations and
integrations of the vehicle dynamic equations. These
software programs were made to be interactive and now
perform as one software package [Ref. 22]. The combined
package is called ADSL and has been incorporated on the IBM
3 03 3 Mainframe Computer System at the Naval Postgraduate
School. The basic optimization approach was as follows:
1. Discretize the control vector into a time-wise
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Figure 1.2 Discrete vs. Continuous Controls
2. Determine the best control sequence via an
optimization routine based upon the objective
function and problem constraints.
In the two-dimensional problem (dive plane only) , the
vehicle was ordered to achieve an ordered depth of 17.425
feet using minimum bow and stern plane deflections.
Additionally, the vehicle was required to have a minimum
pitch angle at its final end condition. The control vector
(U) was the bow and stern plane angles, while the X vector
was the x and z positions of the vehicle and velocities in
the X and z directions.
C. AIM OF THE PRESENT STUDY
This thesis is concerned with furthering the
understanding of local path planning using optimal control
theory. The purpose of this work is to:
1. Further develop the planning level control logic
to consider three-dimensional maneuvers, and
2. Evaluate the performance of this logic.
II. METHOD OF APPROACH
The basic approach was as follows:
1. Improve the treatment of obstacles, both fixed and
moving in the two-dimensional problem.
2. Determine the best set of optimization program
options based on computational cost, robustness,
flexibility and solution accuracy in the two-dimensional
problem.
3. Select guidance for maneuvering time (FINTIM) and
determine how it effects problem solution in the two-
dimensional problem.
4. Evaluate two dimensional versus three dimensional
computational costs and accuracy.
The basic assumption in this study was that the work
previously done [Ref. 19] remained valid. Specifically,
that the integration method selected, the step size,
objective function, number of design variables and
optimization program options remained relevant.
III. OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
The approach previously presented [Ref. 19] was to
compute the distance to the obstacle at ten equally divided
time intervals from start time to the time of closest
obstacle approach. These updated distances were then
incorporated into the optimization algorithm for constraint
value determination. ADSL placed constraint equations into
the algorithm in the form:
G-j (k) =0 j = 1, m
which in the actual program is:
Gk(k) = (avoidance zone) - (updated vehicle distance)
The time interval for distance calculations was determined
based on the FINTIM and clock time as follows:
If ( time. ge. 0. 0. and. le.xobs/u) then
timel = xobs/u
qn = time/ (timel/10. - delt/10000.)
d = int(qn + 1)
dist(d) = sqrt ( (xpos-xobs) x (zpos-zobs)
)
g(d) = 1. - dist(d)
where:
time = DSL clock time
xobs = X position of the obstacle
delt = integration time step interval
xpos = X position of the vehicle
8
u = vehicle velocity in the x direction
dist(d) = computed distance from the vehicle to the
obstacle
zpos = z position of the vehicle
zobs = z position of the obstacle
g(d) = constraint value placed in optimization routine
The problem with this approach is that the further an
obstacle is from the start position, the longer the time
intervals become for obstacle distance calculations. This
is satisfactory for a single fixed obstacle but for
multiple obstacles, this method results in inadequate
distance computations. This is because the closer
obstacles do not have sufficient constraint inputs compared
to the distant obstacles. As a result, the distant
obstacles tend to dominate the solution. Using multiple
"if" statements in this logic is also computationally
expensive and failed when used with three or more
obstacles.
Another inherent problem was that distances were not
computed after the time of closest approach. This
sometimes resulted in maneuvers with distances to the
obstacle that violated the avoidance zone regions after the
first time of closest approach.
A better method is to continuously compute distances to
the obstacle, independently of FINTIM, but dependent on
FINTIM step intervals. This approach worked very well and
was adopted for all further analysis. An additional
advantage to this approach is that only one constraint
assignment was needed for each obstacle vice ten.
The computational time for obstacle avoidance varies as
the number of obstacles increases. The motivation for this
study was to determine if this approach was computationally
too expensive to remain as a viable approach. Figure 3.1
shows the computational cost for one to seventeen fixed
obstacles. The computational time is based on the virtual
machine time for the IBM 3 03 3 system at the Naval
Postgraduate School. In all cases, the final depth was the
desired depth of 17.425 feet.
Various optimization technigues have various
computational costs; however, the times in Figure 3.1 are
based upon the final optimization option selected for this
thesis. The selection criteria with results will be
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The ADS (Advanced Design Synthesis) Program allows for
the selection of numerous optimization techniques for
problem solution. There are three levels by which to
select a particular technique. The three levels are the
strategy level, optimizer level and the one-dimensional
search level. Table 1 lists the various levels and the
various methods contained in each. Figure 4.1 identifies
the large number of possible algorithm combinations
allowed. Vanderplaats provides a detailed discussion of
the various methods and algorithms in Reference 23.
A. CLUSTERED FIXED OBSTACLE TEST
In order to be effective as a path planning algorithm,
it is necessary for the program option to be robust and
flexible enough to solve problems involving numerous fixed
obstacles as well as moving obstacles. Therefore, an
initial test was conducted where the number of obstacles in
the vehicle's path were varied from one to seventeen.
Program option 057 was selected first based upon the
recommendation of the previous study, which involved one
fixed obstacle in the vehicle's path. Option 057 appeared
acceptable until a four obstacle field was encountered. At
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NOTE: An X denotes an allowed combination of algorithms.
Figure 4.1 Allowable ADS Algorithm Combinations
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TABLE 1. ADS LEVEL OPTIONS
STRATEGY (ISRRAT)
- None
1 - SUMT, Exterior Penalty Function
2 - SUMT, Linear Extended Interior
3 - SUMT, Quadratic Extended Interior
4 - Cubic Extended Interior
5 - Augmented Lagrange Multiplier Method
6 - Sequential Linear Programming
7 - Method of Centers
8 - Sequential Quadratic Programming
9 - Sequential Convex Programming
OPTIMIZER (lOPT)
1 - Fletcher-Reeves
2 - Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP)
3 - Broydon-Fletcher-Golfarb-Shanno (BFGS)
4 - Method of Feasible Directions
5 - Modified Method of Feasible Directions
ONE-DIMENSIONAL SEARCH (lONED)
1 - Golden Section Method
2 - Golden Section and Polynomial
3 - Polynomial Interpolation, bounded
4 - Polynomial Extrapolation
1A
5 - Golden Section Method
6 - Golden Section and Polynomial
7 - Polynomial Interpolation, bounded
8 - Polynomial Extrapolation
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solution. Option 13 3 was then selected based upon Olson's
work [Ref. 22]. Option 133 is more robust than option 057
and it appeared to be very well suited for this problem
until the ten obstacle field was encountered. This method
achieved the correct ordered depth; however, it violated
many of the obstacle avoidance zones. It was apparent, at
this point, that all program options would have to be
tested in order to determine the most appropriate
algorithm.
A test was conducted to determine if any of the one
hundred and twelve program options could solve a seventeen
obstacle problem. The complete test problem required the
program option to solve a seventeen obstacle field problem
with FINTIM set at seven seconds and an ordered depth of
17.425 feet. Each obstacle had a one foot radius avoidance
zone. The results of that study are presented in Table 2.
16
TABLE 2. 17 OBSTACLE TEST RESULT




























Of the one hundred and twelve program options, only twenty
six achieved a correct solution. The computational time
varied significantly among the various successful program
options. In some cases, the exact depth was not achieved;
however, all results were considered excellent.
After determining which algorithms could solve the
seventeen obstacle problem, it was then necessary to verify
17
that cases involving various obstacle combinations from one
to sixteen were solvable by these methods. It may seem
intuitively obvious that if an algorithm can achieve a
solution involving seventeen obstacles that it can solve
all other cases from one obstacle to sixteen obstacles.
Contrary to intuition, this is not the case. For example,
program option 313, which had a relatively small
computational cost, successfully solved the seventeen
obstacle problem but failed to achieve the correct depth
when an eleven obstacle field was encountered.
In conducting the varying fixed obstacle investigation,
obstacles were purposefully placed in various positions in
the field in order to ensure that obstacle position had no
negative effect upon the problem solution. This was
significant because program option 057 (method chosen in
the previous study) , failed when it encountered an obstacle
field with three fixed obstacles. Two obstacles were
placed in the vehicle's path and one was placed far from
the vehicle's path. The obstacle far away from the
vehicle's path was determined to be the cause of failure
because the algorithm successfully solved a problem with
three obstacles when all three were placed near the
vehicle's path. Using the cases of one to seventeen
obstacles, the cases were further reduced from 2 6 to 22.
Program options 313, 413, 534, and 314 were eliminated.
18
B. IMPOSSIBLE FIELD TEST
After an investigation of the varying obstacle test,
the reduced list of programs were subjected to an
impossible problem. Four obstacles were placed in the
vehicle's path with nine, five, three, and six feet radii.
They were placed in such a way that the algorithm could not
achieve the correct solution in the allotted time. It is
important to point out that a correct solution would have
been obtainable if the simulation time was increased. The
motivation for this study was to determine the failure
modes of various algorithms. It was evident from this
study that some algorithms, namely those which employed a
strategy of Sequential Unconstrained Minimization using the
Cubic Extended Interior Penalty Function Method, were more
sensitive to achieving the desired depth constraints, when
they were imposed as equality constraints. The algorithms
which employed the strategy of Sequential Unconstrained
Minimization using the Quadratic Extended Interior Penalty
Function Method, were more sensitive in avoiding obstacle
avoidance zones when they were imposed as inequality
constraints. Figure 4.2 illustrates the performance of
three different algorithms in solving this problem. Of the
algorithms with relatively small computational costs,
program option 311 did the best job of avoiding the
avoidance zones.
19
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with the impossible field test, computational cost
uniformly increased compared to the four obstacle problem
with smaller avoidance zones. Program option 311 had a
computational cost of 74.30 Virtual Machine second in the
impossible problem; however, with four obstacles it took 21
seconds (Figure 3.1). Figure 4.3 is the solution result
obtained if FINTIM is increased to 15.0. Although FINTIM
was more than doubled, the computational cost did not
significantly increase. With FINTIM set to 15.0, the
virtual machine time was 76.51 seconds.
C. SELECTION RESULT
Program option 311 with a strategy of Sequential
Unconstrained Minimization using the Quadratic Extended
Interior Penalty Function Method; an Optimizer using the
Fletcher-Reeves algorithm and a one-dimensional search
method using the Golden Section Method was chosen as the
best algorithm. It was selected because it had the least
computational cost of any algorithm which could solve the
seventeen obstacle test problem and was very sensitive to
the obstacle avoidance zones. In other words, it proved to
be very good at finding a safe, collision-free path between


















































V. EVALUATION OF MANEUVERING TIME (FINTIM)
Qualitatively, there are two possible FINTIM effects.
Those which are associated with a small FINTIM and those
which are associated with an excessively large FINTIM. The
net effect of too small a FINTIM is an over constraining of
the problem, which leads to a violation of problem
constraints and excessive computational time.
Two things happen when the FINTIM is too large. The
solution adheres more to problem constraints and the
computational cost decreases. The mission objectives of
the vehicle (i.e., loitering at start position), are
significant considerations, which FINTIM selection must
take into account. Therefore, FINTIM is a critical
parameter which effects problem solution and also, when
chosen correctly, significantly reduces computer
computational costs. The selection of FINTIM poses an
important problem which requires solving in view of high-
level vehicle objectives.
One guideline for selecting FINTIM is to select it
based on the time required to achieve a solution while
transversing an obstacle-free field, then arbitrarily
increase FINTIM to allow for obstacle avoidance. The
following results using program options 533 points out the
importance of choosing a correct FINTIM. As can be seen in
23
Figure 5.1, FINTIM can adversely affect the problem
solution if the time allotted is not large enough to
achieve the desired result. When FINTIM is chosen to be
6.0 non-dimensional time units (NTU) , the avoidance zone
constraint for zone 3 is violated and the desired depth of
17.425 feet is exceeded. When FINTIM is increased to 7 .
NTU, avoidance zone constraints are violated for zone 1 and
zone 3 and the desired depth is not achieved. However, the
severity of the violations are not as blatant. When FINTIM
is increased to 8.0 NTU, the desired problem solution is
obtained. Table 3 presents the computational costs
associated with each FINTIM selection. Note that the
optimization problem is easier with more maneuvering time,
therefore the computational cost is less.
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VI. PROGRAMMING FOR THREE DIMENSIONS
In programming for three dimensions, we not only
optimize the problem to obtain bow plane and stern plane
commands, but we also optimize to obtain the rudder
commands. In order to achieve the desired result, it was
necessary to increase the number of design variables for
the rudder in the linear model. The problems discussed
previously, have all been solved using ten discretizations
(design variables) for the stern plane and bow plane
inputs. In the three-dimensional work, the number of
design variables were arbitrarily increased to twenty




Additional constraints were added to the problem in
order to ensure reasonable vehicle control surface
reactions. The maximum rudder angles were set at plus or
minus thirty degrees. In order to ensure this, the side
constraint approach was invoked. These values were
assigned to the Design Variable Lower Bound (VLB) and the
Design Variable Upper Bound (VUB) ADS parameters.
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B. EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS
Six additional equality constraints were needed to
achieve the desired y position and the desired vehicle
condition (yaw and roll) at the desired end condition.
C. CONSTRAINT SCALING
Sanders [Ref. 19] points out that constraint weighting
is important in achieving the desired results. This is
even more crucial in a three-dimensional problem solution
because of the increased number of constraints on yaw,
roll, rudder control and y positioning. It appears that
problem sensitivity to constraint weighting is also
increased. In order to achieve the desired solution
result, it was necessary to adjust constraint scaling
factors until all constraint conditions were satisfactorily
obtained. Table 4 shows the constraint scaling factors
used in the full three-dimensional linear model.

















Figure 6.1 illustrates the nonlinear model behavior
when using control inputs for bow plane, stern plane, and
rudder from the optimized linear model. It is evident that
these commands are invalid for the full scale nonlinear
model since the final objective state is not closely met.
Therefore, the essential dynamics of the linear model are
not valid in three dimensions as might be suggested from
the results of the previous study. However, even though
the control surface inputs are invalid, the vehicle state
trajectory is valid because the path chosen achieved the
desired result. For a desired position of y=40.0 feet and
depth =-20.0 feet, the obtained result was y=40.269 feet
with a depth of -20.699 feet. These values can be fine
tuned by varying the scaling factors. Figures 6.2 and 6.3
illustrate the control inputs to the linear model and










































































































E. THREE-DIMENSIONAL COMPUTATIONAL COSTS
Table 5 compares the virtual machine time of the full
scale linear model with no obstacles as compared to the
full scale nonlinear model with no obstacles.











As previously mentioned, in order to validate the
selected optimization configuration, fixed obstacles were
placed at various positions in the AUVs field of view with
1.0 foot radius avoidance zones around the obstacles.
Figure 7.1 to 7.8 illustrate the paths chosen by the 311
algorithm to avoid the obstacles and their avoidance zones
for various obstacle positions.
The moving obstacles were simulated using rectilinear
average velocity equations of the form:
s = Vt
where:
s = position of obstacle (X and/or Y)
V = constant velocity
t = time of travel
Figures 7.9 to 7.11 present the distance between the AUV
and the moving obstacle (s) as a function of time. As
seen, the algorithm chooses a path in both cases which
avoids impact. Table 6 presents the computational cost
comparison of various obstacle case(s). Some three-
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TABLE 6. PROGRAM 311 COMPUTATIONAL C0ST-2D






VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions can be drawn from this
feasibility study:
1. Optimal control theory is a feasible method for
determining obstacle avoidance paths in the presence of
fixed and moving obstacles.
2. The introduction of obstacle constraints into the
algorithm increases the computer computational costs.
3. The full linear model control inputs are not
compatible with the full nonlinear model. When linear
commands were placed in the nonlinear model, the vehicle's
end condition was inconsistent with the desired end
condition.
4. The best general algorithm for the two dimensional
case was determined based on the ability of the algorithm
to solve a variety of obstacle problems with a shortened
FINTIM.
5. Scaling factors can be critical in achieving a
desired problem solution.
6. In order to achieve a solution in three
dimensions, it is necessary to increase the number of
design variables for certain vehicle control inputs.
47
7. FINTIM is a critical variable whose value can
change the solution to a specific problem.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Find a procedure to estimate the optimal scaling
factors for end constraints.
2. Study the discretization factors in the three-
dimensional case(s).
3. Study the selection of FINTIM in the two-dimensional
case and in the three-dimensional case. Vehicle
mission objectives should be considered in
establishing guidelines.
4. Develop the optimization of the three-dimensional
nonlinear model.
5. Develop the algorithm to include optimization of
the propeller rpm control input.
6. Develop the program for efficient programming in a
microprocessor
.
7. Determine if the general algorithm recommended in





This appendix contains the four primary programs that
were used for this feasibility study. They were:
1. OBST DSL - This is the state linear 2D model used
for the 2D analysis.
2. TLO DSL - This is the ADSL program used to optimize
the full scale linear model of bow plane, stern
plane and rudder control vectors.
3. TNLO DSL - This is the ADSL program used to optimize




TLNLO DSL - This is the ADSL program used to
optimize the full scale linear model for bow plane,
stern plane and rudder control inputs and with
simulation of the full scale nonlinear model.
49
FILE: OBS DSL Al
TITLE LINEAR AUV DYNAMIC PATH PLANNER FOR VERTICAL PLANE MOTION
X SEPARATED BOW AND STERN PLANE CONTROL NON-DIMENSIONAL
x
X 2D STATIONARY OBSTACLES
X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx ADSL SET UP xxxxxxxxkkxxxxxkxxxxkxxxxxkxxkx
FIXED I3TRAT, lOPT, lONED, IPRINT, INFO, IGRAD, NDV, NCON
FIXED IDG, NGT, IC, NRA , NCOLA, NRWK, INK, NRIWK,
D DIMENSION AN(^2,^2)
ARRAY WK(5000^, IWK(500)
ARRAY DX(21), VLB(21), VUB(2n, GW(05), DF(21), IDG(05), IC(05)
PARAM NRA=^2, NC0LA=^2, NRWK=5000, NRIWK=500
PARAM IGRAD=0, INF0=0, NDV=20, NCON=05, NGT=05
TABLE DX(l-2) = 2^.0, DX( 3-21) = 19^0 . , IDG( 1-^ ) =^x-l
TABLE VLB(l-9) = 9^-. 17^52, VLB(ll-19)=9^-.2<+'43.VLB(10) = 0.,VLB(20-21) = 0.
TABLE VUB(1-9) = 9^.17'452, VUB( 11-19 ) = 9K . 2^^3, VUB( 10 ) = . , VUB( 20-21) = .
TABLE IDG(5) = 01)(1





XRINT D5,DB, DEPTH, PITCH, XPOS,ZPOS,DT
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXKKXXXXDSL MODEL SET UPXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X
X
X EQUILIBRIUM CONDITION IS CONSTANT SPEED ( NON-DIMENSIONALIZED) BY
X UO = 6 FT/SEC
CONST UO=1.0,A=10,B=11,C=12,D=13,E=1^,F=15,G=16,H=17
XONST X0BS1 = 36 . , Z0BS1 = -12 . , X0BS2 = 72 . 5, Z0BS2 = -5 . S2






CONST X0BS5 = 59.2'^5, Z0BS5 = -7 . 2363
CONST XOBS6=35.0, Z0BS6=-1^.58
CONST X0B57 = 17.5, Z0BS7 = -8.7'4
CONST X0B38 = 52.5,Z0BS8 = -11 .66
CONST X0BS9=69.7,Z0BS9=-10.155
CONST XOBS10=70.0, Z0BS10=-2.9
CONST X0BS11 = 52.275, ZOBSl 1 = -6 . 1*^08
CONST X0BS12=52.275,Z0BS12=-5.21
CONST X0BS13=52.275, Z0BS13=-6 . 8836































DSAVE1= SORT((XPOS-XOBS1)X(XPOS-XOBS1) + (ZPOS-ZOBS1)5((ZPOS-ZOBS1))
DSAVE2=SQRT((XP0S-X0BS2)X(XP0S-X0BS2)+(ZP0S-Z0BS2)X(ZP0S-Z0BS2))
DSAVE5 = SQRT((XP0S-X0BS3)X(XP0S-X0BS3) + (ZP0S-Z0BS3)^(ZP0S-Z0BS3) )
D5AVE4=SQRT((XP0S-X0BS4)X(XP0S-X0BSA)+(ZP0S-Z0BS^)X(ZP0S-Z0BS^))









































































































ETA, W,Z, DEPTH, PITCH, DS,DB,BOWANG,STNANG
) DELPRT = 0.2
) DELPLT = 0.2
51
[HETDD=(l/A4)^(Cl^DS+C2xDD-Al5(W-A2JtWD0T-A3^THETAD)











THETADXTHETAD+THETA5(THETA)) + ( DS^DS+DB^DB)






K ADDITIONALLY THE PLANES SHOULD BE AT EQUILIBRIUM SO THE






X CONSTRAINTS FOR A DIVE
X
X ORDERED DEPTH = ORDDEP
GW(l) =(Z-0RDDEP)/2.
GWC2) =(0RDDEP-Z)/2.
X AUV'S FINAL STATE MUST BE LEVEL FLIGHT AS FOLLOWS




X X-Z POSITIONING FOR OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
X
XP0S=17.A25XTIME













































































































































































































































FILE: OBS DSL Al
GIK13) = (1 -DSAVE8)
GIK1^) = (1 -DSAVE9)


























FILE: TLO DSL Al
TITLE RUN: 16-5 LINEAR AUV MODEL / STERN PLANE AND BOW PLANE SEPARATED
X (1) UPDATED:0'^/16/88
X (2) 100.00 FT DEPTH CHANGE IN 20 SEC
X (3) RIGHT OBJ EQUATION
K (^) ADS CONSTRAINTS ON DEPTH AND PITCH
X (5) OBSTACLE FURTHER DOWN THE TRAJECTORY AND ABOVE IT
X (6) CORRECT OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ROUTINE ADDED
X)fXX3(^X^)(KXXXX^)(^^XX^ADSL SET-UPXXX)(XXKXXXX^X?^X)(XX)(XXXXXXXXXXXXX5(5(
FIXED ISTRAT, lOPT, lONED, IPRINT, INFO, IGRAD, NDV, NCON
FIXED IDG, NGT, IC, NRA, NCOLA, NRWK, IWK, NRIWK, 0, H,D,C,P
D DIMENSION AW(^2,'42)
ARRAY WK(^OOO), IWK(IOOO)
ARRAY DXC^O), VLB(^O), VUB(AO), GW(ll), DF(^l), IDG(ll), IC(ll)
PARAM NRA=^2, NC0LA=^2, NRWK=^000, NRIWK=1000
PARAM IGRAD=0, INFO=0, NDV=^0, NC0N=11, NGT=11




TABLE VUB(1-9)=9X.17^52, VUB(11-19)=9^.2'hA5,VUB(10) = 0.,VUB(20) = 0.
TABLE VLB( 21 -39) =19^-. 523627, VUB( 21-39 )=19X. 523627, VUB( 40-^1) =0.
TABLE VLB(A0-41)=0.
PARAM ISTRAT=3, I0PT=1, I0NED=1, IPRINT=0000
INCON H=0, OBS1=0. ,YZONE=0.
METHOD RECT
CONTROL FINTIM=21. , DELT=.10
XRINT XPOSM,YPOSM, DEPTH, THETAM, PHI M,PSIM,DSM,DBM,DRM
XPOSM,YPOSM, DEPTH
DSM,DBM,DRM,PITCHM,XPOSM,YPOSM, DEPTH, NDT
THETAD,W, DEPTH, PITCH, XPOS, DEPTH, NDX,NDZ,NDT











S L MODEL FOR LINEAR SIMULATION kxxxxxxkxx3(KXKXXXXXX
LINEAR MODEL ONLY
































XPP = 7 .03E-3
XUD0T=-7 .58E-3
XQDS= 2.61E-2
XWW = 1 .71E-1
XDSD5=-1 .16E-2
XWDSN=3.^6E-3
,XQQ = -1 .A7E-2


































YPQ = A.125E-3 ,YQR =-6.51E-3,
YR = 2.97E-2 ,YVQ = 2.36E-2,















ZPR = 6.67E-3 ,ZRR =-7.35E-3,
,ZVP = -^.81E-2 ,ZVR = A.55E-2,
.ZDS = -7.255E-2,ZDB =-2.58E-2,
ZDSN= -1.015E-2,CDZ = 1.0
KPDGT=-1 .OlE-3 , KRD0T=-3.37E-5 ,KPQ = -6.93E-5 ,KQR = 1.68E-2,
KVDQT = 1 .27E-'4 , KP = -l.lE-2 , KR = -S.^IE-^ , KVQ = -5 . 11 5E-3,
KNP = -1.27E-^ , KWR = 1.39E-2 , KV = 3.055E-3 , KVW =-1.87E-l,
KPN = -5.73E-A, KDB = 6.9^E-3
PITCH HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
MQDOT= -1.68E-2, MPP = 5.26E-5
MiJDOT= -6.81E-3,
MN = 9.86E-2
MQN = -1 .6^E-3 ,
MQ = -6.86E-2
MVV = -2.51E-2
,MPR = 5.0^E-3 ,MRR
,MVP = 1 .18E-3 ,MVR




MWN = -2.88E-3 ,MDSN = -5.76E-3
YAW HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
NPD0T=-3.37E-5
, NRD0T=-3 . ^E-3 ,NPQ = -2.11E-2 ,NQR = 2.75E-3,
NVD0T = 1.2AE-3 , NP = -8.^05E-'4 ,NR = -1.6^E-2 ,NVQ =-9.99E-3,
NWP = -1.75E-2 , NWR = 7.35E-3 , NV = -7.42E-3 , NVW =-2.67E-2,
NDR = -1 .29E-2
MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOODED MARK IX VEHICLE











, ZG = 0.061
, lY = 9*450
, IXY = - 7.0
, RHO = 1.9^
,KPR0P = 0.0
,DEGSTN= 0.0

























DO 2 J = 1,N
JJ= J+N
DO 1 K = 1,N
KK= K+N
KKK= KK + N
MMINV(J,K) = 0.0
X(J) = 0.0



















































K INPUT THE VEHICLE INITIAL CONDITIONS














DIVAMP = DEGSTN)(0. 017^532925
RUDAMP = DEGRUDXO. 017^532925
X
X THE LINEAR PROPULSION MODEL
X
X
X ETA = 0.012XRPM/U0
ETA = 1.0
RE = UO^L/NU
CDO = .00385 + (1 .296E-17))((RE - 1.2E7)XX2
CT = 0.0085(LX5(2^ETA^ABSCETA)/(A0)
CTl = 0.008^L^X2/(A0)
EPS = -1.0+(SQRT(CT+1 .0)-1.0)/(SQRT(CTl+1.0)-1.0)











DO 15 J = 1,N





CALCULATE THE MASS MATRIX




MM(2,2) = MASS -( ( RHO/2 )^( L XK3 )^YVDOT
)
tAV,(.2,^) = -KASS^ZG -( ( RHO/2 )^( LX>(4 )^YPDOT)
MM(2,6) = MASSXXG - ( ( RH0/2)^( LXJ(<^))(YRDOT )
MM(3,3) = MASS - ( ( RH0/2)X( LKX3)XZND0T
)
MM(3,^) = MASSXYG
MM(3,5) = -MASSXXG -( ( RH0/2)x( Lxx<^) KZQDOT)
MM(^,2) = -MASSXZG - ( ( RH0/2)x( LJ^XA )XKVD0T)
MM(^,3) = MASSXYG
MM(<4,^) = IX - ((RH0/2)X(L5(X5)KKPD0T)
MMC^,5) = -IXY
MM(^,6) = -IXZ -((RH0/2)X(LXX5)XKRD0T)
MM(5,1) = MASSXZG
MM(5,3) = -MASS?(XG -( (RH0/2)x( LKX^)XMWDOT)
MM(5,'h) = -IXY
MM(5,5) = lY -((RH0/2)X(LXX5)XMQD0T)
MM(5,6) = -lYZ
MM(6,1) = -MASSXYG
MM(6,2) = MASS^XG - ( ( RHO/2 )?(( L^^A ))(NVDOT
)
MM(6,^) = -IXZ - ((RH0/2))((LX)(5)XNPD0T)
MM(6,5) = -lYZ
MMC6,6) = IZ - ((RH0/2)X(LXX5)3«NRD0T)
LAST = N?(N+3XN






CALL L I NV2F ( MM , N , I A , MMI NV , I DGT , WKAREA , I ER
)
X CALCULATE THE A MATRIX FOR THE LINEAR MODEL
A(l,l) = RHO/2XLX?(3X(XQDSXDSXQO + XQDB/2XDBXQO +XRDRXROXDR)+. . .
RHO/2XL?(5(2X(XVDRXVOXDR+XWDSXDSXWO + XWDB/25(DBXNO + ...
2^U0)((XDSDSXDSX?(2 + XDBDB/2XDBXX2 + XDRDRXDR^X2) )+ .
RHO/2XLXX3XXQDSN5^QOXDS^EPS+RHO/2XLXX2X(XNDSNXWOXDS+.
2^XDSDSNXUO?«DSXX2)XEPS+RHOXLX5(25(UOXXPROP + RHO/2XL3(X3)(
XQDB/2XDB5(QO + RHO/2XLXK2XXWDB/2XDBXWO + RHOXLXX2XUOX. . .
XDBDB/2xDBXJf2
59
FILE: TLO DSL Al
A(l,2) = MASSXR0 + RH0/2XLXX3X(XVPXP0+ XVRXRO) + RH0/2J(LXX2X ...
(2^XVV)(V0 + XVDR5tU0XDR)
Ad, 3) = -MASSXQO + RHO/2^LXX3X(XNQXQO) + RHO/2^LXX2X(2XXNWXWO+. . .
XWD5^DS^U0+(XNDB/2XDB +XWDB/2)(DB)XU0 +XWDSN*U0XDSXEP5)
A(l,^) = -KASS^YG5(Q0-MASSXZGXR0+ RH0/2XLXX^X( 2XXPPXP0+XPRXR0 ) . . .
+ RH0/2J(LX)(35((XVPXV0)
A(l,5) = -MASS^N0 + 2)(MASS^XGXQ0 -MASSXYGxP0 + RHO/2XLXX.;x2?(XQQXQ0 . . .
+ RHO/2XLXX3X(XWQXN0 + XQDS5(DS5(U0 + XQDB/2^DB5(U0) + RHO/2X . . .
L5(^3XXQDSN^UOXDSJ(EPS + RHO/25(L5(X3^XQDB/2*DB*UO
A(l,6) = MASS5(V0 + 2^MASSxXG^R0-MASSxZG3^P0 + RHO/2XL)(J('4^(2)(XRR)(R0. . .
+ XPR^PO) + RHO/2^LXX3X(XVRXVO + XRDRXUOJ^DR)
Ad, 11)= -(HEIGHT - BOY)XCOS(THETAO)
A(2,l) = -MASS^RO + RHO/2XLKX3X(YPXPO+YRXRO) + RHO/2XLXK2X(YVXVO+. . .
25(YDR^U0XDR)
A(2,2) = RHO/25(L^5(3)^YVQ5(Q0 + RHO/2XLXX2^(YV^U0+YVN)(W0)
A(2,3) = MASS^PO+ RHO/2^L^^3)((YWPXPO +YWRXRO) + RHO/2XLXX2^YVNX\/0
A(2,^) = MASS^W0-MASS^XG^QO + 25(MASS^YGXP0 + RHO/2XLXXA)(YPQXQ0+. . .
RHO/2)(L^^55((YP^U0+ YHP)(NO)
A(2,5) = -MASSXXG)^PO-MASSXZGXRO + RHO/23(LXX<^X(YPQKPO+YQRXRO) +...
RHO/2^L*^3^YVQ)(V0
A(2,6) = -MASSxU0 + 2)(MASSxYG)(RO-MASSxZGXQ0 + RHO/2XLXX<iXYQRXQ0 +...
RHO/2^LXX5^(YRXUO + YWR^WO)
A(2,10)= (HEIGHT - BOY)XCOS( THETAO )5(C0S( PHIO )
A(2,ll)= -(WEIGHT - BOY)XSIN(THETA0)XSIN(PHI0)
A(3,l) = MASS)(QO + RHO/2?(LXX3XZQ5(QO + RHO/2XLX)(2X(ZWXWO + 2^UOXZDSXDS.
+ 2XUO)(ZDB/2XDB+(ZWN)(WO + 2XZDSN^UOXDS)XEPS) + RHO/2XLXX3X. .
ZQN^QO)(EPS+ RHO/2)(LXX2X2XUO^ZDB/2XDB
A(3,2) = -MASS)^PO + RHO/2XLJ(5(3X(ZVPXPO + ZVRJ(RO) + RHO/2XLKX2X2XZVVXVO
A(3,3) = RH0/2?(L)(X2)((ZHXU0 + ZHN^UO^EPS)
A(3,^) = -MASSXV0-MASSXXGXR0+2XMASSXZGXP0+ RH0/2XLXX^X( 2XZPPX . .
.
PO + ZPRXRO) + RHO/2*LX5(3XZVPXV0
A(3,5) = MASSXUO - MASS5(YGXRO + 2XMASSJ(ZGXQO +RHO/2XLXX3XZQXUO +...
RHO/2XL)(^35(ZONXUO)(EPS
A(3,6) =-MASSXXG)(PO-MASS^YGXQO + RHO/2XLXX4X(ZPRXpO +2xZRRXRO)+. . .
RHO/2^L^X3XZVRXVO
A(3,10)= -(HEIGHT - BOY )KCOS(THETA0 )XSIN( PHIO )
A(3,ll)= -(WEIGHT - BOY)XSIN(THETAO)XC05(PHIO)
AC;,!) = MASS^YGXQO + MASS^ZG^RO + RHO/2?^ L^)('4^( KP^PO + ...
KR5(RO) + RHO/2XL^X3^(KV?(VO + 2XUOX(KDB/2^DB-KDB/2XDB))+. . .
RHO/2XL5(5(3XUOXKPROP+ RHO/25(LXX<^XKPNxpOXEP5
A('4,2) = -MASS5(YGXP0 + RH0/25(LxxtjxKVQ^Q0 + RH0/2XLXX2X( KVXUO . . .
+ KVW5(W0)
A(';,3) = -MASS)(ZG5(P0 + RH0/2XLxx<4X( KWPXPO + KWRXRO) + ...
RH0/2^L)(X3^KVW^V0
A(4,<;) = -IXY)(RO + IXZ^QO - MASSXYG^^VO - MASS^^ZG^^WO + ...
RHO/2XLXX5XKPQXQ0 + RH0/2XLXX^)(( KP^UO + KHP^WO )
A(^,5) = -IZ^RO + IY5(R0 + 2XIYZ5(Q0 + IXZ^PO + MASSXYGXUO +...
RHO/25(LXX55((KPQXPO + KQRXRO) + RHO/2XLXX^XKVQ3(VO
A(4,6) = -IZXQO + IY)(QO - 2XIYZXR0 + MASSxZG5(U0 + ...
RHO/2^LXX5XKQRXQO + RH0/2XLXX'iX( KR5(U0 + KHRXW0 )
A (4, 10)= -(YG)(WEIGHT-YBXBOY)XCOS(THETA0)XSIN(PHI0) . . .
-(ZG^WEIGHT-ZBXBOY)XCOS(THETAO)XCOS(PHIO)
A (^,11)= -(YG)(WEIGHT-YB3(BOY)XSIN(THETAO)XCOS(PHIO) . . .
+ (ZGXWEIGHT-ZB)(BOY)XSIN(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO)
50
A(5,l) = -MASS^^XGXQO + RHO/Z^^L ^^A^MQXQO + RHO/Z^L )^^3)(MN*W0 +...
RHO/2XL^^5^'U05((MDS^DS + MDB/2^DB) + RH0/2*L x^'^^MQN^QOX . ,
EPS + RHO/2^LKX3^(MHN^H0 + 2^MD5NXU0^DS ) 5(EPS+ . . .
RHO/2^LX^3^U0)^MDB/2XDB
A(5,2) = MASS5(XGXP0 + MASS^ZG^RO + RHO/25(LXX<4X(MVPXPO + ...
MVR^RO) + RHO^L^^3XMVV5(V0
A(5,3) = -MASS^ZG^QO + RHO/2^LX5(3XMWXU0 + RHO/2^LX)(3^MHN5(U0XEPS
A(5,^) = -IXmO + IZ^RO - lYZXQO - 2XIXZ^P0 + MASS^XG^VO + ...
RHO/2^L?(X5^(25(MPPXPO + MPRxRO) + RHO/2^L*5(^5(MVPXVO
A(5,5) = IXYXRO -lYZ^PO - MASS^XG^^UO -MASS^ZGXWO + RHO/2^...
L5(XA?(MQ)(U0 + RHO/2^LXxa?(MQN)(U0XEPS
A(5,6) = -IX^PO + IZ^PO + IXY)(QO + 2>?IXZJ«R0 + MASS^ZG^VO +...
RHO/2xLxx5^(MPR^P0 + 25(MRR)(R0) + RHO/2)fL^)(<;xMVRXV0
A (5, 10)= (XGXNEIGHT-XBXBOY)XCOS(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO)
AC5,11)= (XGXHEIGHT-XBXBOY)XSIN(THETAO)XCOS(PHIO) - ...
(ZGXWEIGHT-ZBXBOY)KCOS(THETAO)
A(6,l) = -MASSXXGXRO + RH0/2XLXX<4X(NPKP0 +NR^RO) + RH0/2X...
L^X3x(NV^V0+2XNDRXU0XDR)+RHOXLXX3XU0XNPROP
A(6,2) = -MASS^YGXRO + RHO/2XLXJ(^^NVQXQ0 + RH0/2XLKJ(5X( NVXUO+ . .
A(6,3) = KASS^^XG^PO + MASS^^YG^QO + RH0/2XL 5(X^*( NNPXPO + NWRJ^RO )+
.
RH0/2^LXX3¥NVN^V0
A(6,^) = -IY>^QO + IXJ^QO + 2XIXY^P0 +IYZXRO + MASSKXG)(WO+ . . .
RHO/2^L^^5^NPQXQ0 + RH0/2XL X)(^^( NP5(U0 + NNP^H0 )
A(6,5) = -lYXPO + IX^PO - 2XIXY^Q0 - IXZ^RO + MASS^YG^WO+ . .
.
RHO/2XLXX5X(NPQ5(PO + NQR5(RO) + RHO/2XLxx<^XHVQXV0
A(6,6) = lYZ^^PO -IXZ^^QO - MASS^^XG^UO -MASS^YG^^VO + ...
RH0/2^LX^55(NQRXQ0 + RHO/2^L5(^45(( HR^UO +NWR5(W0)




A(7,2) = COS(PSIO)J(SIN(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO) - SIN( PSIO)xCOS( PHIO )
A(7,3) = COS(PSI0)^SIN(THETA0)XCOS(PHI0) + SIN( PSIO)xSIN( PHIO)
A(7,10)= VOXCOS(PSIO)?^SIN(THETAO)5(COS(PHIO) + VO^SINC PSI )« . . .
SIN(PHIO) - W05(COS(PSIO)XSIN(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO) + ...
W0)(SIN(PSI0)XCOS(PHI0)
A(7,ll)= -UOXCOS(P5IO)XSIN(THETAO) + V0^C0S(PSI0 )XCOS(THETAO)X
.
SIN(PHIO) + WOXCOS(PSIO)5(COS(THETAO)5(COS(PHIO)
AC7,12)= -U0XSIN(PSI0)^COS(THETA0) - VO)(SIN( PSI )XSIN( THETAO )X .
SIM(PHIO) - V05^COS(PSI0)^COS(PHI0) - WO^SINC PSIO )x . . .
SIN(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO) + WO^COSC PSIO )XSIN( PHIO
)
A(5,l) = SIN(PSI0)?fCOS(THETA0)
A(8,2) = SIN(PSI0)^SIN(THETA0)XSIN(PHI0) + COS( PSIO )XC0S( PHI )
ACS, 3) = SItUPSI0)?(SIN(THETA0)XCOS(PHI0) - COS( PSI ) XSINC PHIO )
ACS, 10)= VOXSIMCPSIO)XSINCTHETAO)XCOSCPHIO) - VO^COSC PSIO )X . .
.
SINCPHIO) - W0XSINCPSI0)XSINCTHETA0)XSINCPHI0) - ...
W0KCOSCPSI0)XCOSCPHI0)
ACS, 11)= -U05^SINCPSI0)XSINCTHETA0) + VOXSINC PSI )XCOSCTHETA0 )X .
SINCPHIO) + W05(SINCPSIO)XCOSCTHETAO)XCOSCPHIO)
ACS, 12)= U05(C05CPSIO)XCOSCTHETAO) + VO^COSC PSIO )XSINC THETAO )x . .
SINCPHIO) - V0KSINCPSI0)XCOSCPHIC) + WOXCOSC PSIO )x . .











A(10,10)= Q05(COS(PHI0)^TAN(THETA0) - RO^SI N ( PHI ) XTANC THETAO )
AC10,11)= QO>?SIN(PHIO)/COS(THETAO))(1 .0/COS(THETA0) + ...
ROXCOS(PHIO)/COS(THETAO)5(1 . 0/COS( THETAO )
A(ll,5) = COS(PHIO)
A(ll,6) = -SIN(PHIO)
A(ll,10)= -QOXSIN(PHIO) - ROXCOS(PHIO)
A(12,5) = SIN(PHI0)/COS(THETA0)
A(12,6) = COS(PHI0)/COS(THETA0)
A(12,10)= QO^COSC PHI 0)/COS( THETAO )-R05(SIN( PHI 0)/COS( THETAO)
A(12,ll)= QOXSIN(PHIO)/COS(THETAO)^TAN(THETAO) + ...
ROJ^COS C PHI Q)/COS( THETAO )XTAN( THETAO)
X WRITE(10,200)((A(I,J),J=1,12),I=1,12)
^ CALCULATE THE B MATRIX
B(l,l) = RH0/2¥LX?(35(XRDRXU0XR0 + RH0/2XLXX2X(XRDRXU0)(V0+U0XX2X. . ,
2*XDRDR^DR)
B(1,Z) = U05<OO^XQDB/2 + UOXHO^XNDB/2 + U0)(X2XXDBDBXDB
B(l,5) = UO^QOXXQDB/2 + UO^NOXXWDB/2 + U0XX2^XDBDB5(DB
B(1,A) = UO^QO^XQDS + UO)(WOXXWDS +U05(X2^2KXDSDS^DS+RHO/2XL)(X3X




















B(5,^) = RHO/2XL)«X3^(UOX5(2XMDS +MDSNXU05(X2XEPS)




B(6,6) = -XBXCOS(THETA0)XSIN(PHI0) - YBXSIN(THETAO)
X
* FORMULATE THE A AND B MATRIX FOR STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION
X MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DX
X
DO 80 I = 1,6
DO 70 J = 1,6
SUM = 0.0
DO 60 K = 1,6







K MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DZ
DO 50 I = 1,6
DO 40 J = 7,12
SUM =0.0
DO 30 K = 1,6







DO 5 I = 7,12
DO 6 J = 1,12
AA(I,J) = Ad, J)
6 COrJTINUE
5 CONTINUE
l'JRITE(10,200)((AA(I,J), J = 1,12),I = 1,12)
200 FORMATC 6E12.'^)
X
X MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DU
DO 110 I = 1,6
DO 100 J = 1,6
SUM =0.0
DO 90 K = 1,6







DO 405 I = 1,6
READ (2,401)(GKK(I, J), J=l,21)




X CALL ERRSET (209,256,-1,1,1)
X PRINTx,INFO,ISTRAT,IOPT,IONED,IPRINT,IGRAD,NDV,NCON,DX, . .
.




















CALCULATE BB^U PART OF XDOT = AAXX + BBXU
DO 10 J = 1,6
SUM = 0.0
DO 15 K = 1,6





DO 21 J= 1,12
SUM =0.0
DO 25 K = 1,12




CALCULATE XDOT = AAxX + BBkU
DO 31 J = 1,6
XDOT(J) = XDOTXCJ) + XDOTUCJ)
CONTINUE
















INTEGRATE XDOT TO GET THE STATE VECTOR






XPOSM = INTGRLCO.O, XDOTM)
YPOSM = INTGRLCO.O, YDOTM)
ZPOSM = INTGRLCO.O, ZDOTM)
PHIM = INTGRLCO.O, PHMDOT)
THETAM = INTGRLCO.O, THETMD)















X ZDEPTH = ZORD - X(9)




















2 DS = UMOD(^)
2 DR = UMOD(l)




















i( RPM = DX(30 + 0)
* COtlSTRAINTS FOR A DIVE
I ORDERED DEPTH
=^CRDDEP^,„






















FILE: TNLO DSL Al
/ STERN PLANE AND BOW PLANE SEPARATED
AND Y POSITION
TITLE RUN:16-5 NONLINEAR AUV MODEL
X (1) UPDATED:05/20/88
K (2) RIGHT OBJ EQUATION
X (3) ADS CONSTRAINTS ON DEPTH, PITCH, YAW, ROLL
ii (4) CORRECTED OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ROUTINE
X)()(XXXXXXKXXXX3()()(XXX)(ADSL SET-UP*XX)(5(XXXX)(XXXXXXJ(XXXX5(XX)(XXXXX*XXX
FIXED ISTRAT, lOPT, lONED, IPRINT, INFO, IGRAD, NDV, NCON
FIXED IDG, NGT, IC, NRA, NCOLA, NRWK, IWK, NRIWK, 0, H,D,C,PP
D DIMEtJSION AH(^2,A2)
ARRAY WK(5000) , IWK(IOOO)
ARRAY DX(<;0), VLB(^O), VUB(^O), GW(ll), DF(^l), IDG(ll), IC(ll)
PARAM NRA = ^2, NC0LA = <;2, NRWK = 5000, NRIWK = 1000
PARAM IGRAD=0, INFO=0, NDV=^0, NC0N=11, NGT=11
TABLE DX(1-2)=2X.0,DXC3-^0)=38X0. , IDG( 1-1 ) =10^-1
TABLE IDG(11)=1X1
TABLE VLB( 1-09) = 09X-. 17^52, VLBC 11-19 ) = 09^- . 2^^3
,
VLB( 20 ) = . , VLB( 1 ) =
TABLE VUB(l-09)=09^. 17^52, VUB( 11-19
)
=09x
. 2^43 , VUB( 20 ) =0 . ,VUB(10)=0.
TABLE VL B ( 21 -39 ) = 19)(-. 62367, VUB( 21 -39) = 19*. 623627, VUB( ^0-^1) =2X0.
TABLE VLB(A0-'4l)=2X0.
PARAM ISTRAT=3, I0PT=1, I0NED=1, IPRINT=0000




XRINT THETAD,W, DEPTH, PITCH, XPOS, DEPTH, NDX,NDZ,NDT
XRINT DS,DB,DR, DEPTH, PITCH, XPOS, YP05,ZP0S,NDT






















D DIMENSION B( 6 , 6 )
,
BBC 6 , 6 )
D DIMEfJSION AC12,12), AA(12,12)

































^ LATERAL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
CONST YPDOT= ,YRDOT=
YVDOT= ,YP =
YWP = ,YWR =
YDR = ,CDY =
X NORMAL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
CONST ZQDOT= ,ZPP = 790 -
ZljDOT= ,ZQ = :zvP =
^'J = ,ZVV = ,ZDS =








X ROLL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFITIENTS
CONST KPDOT= , KRDOT= ,KPQ = ,KQR =
KVDOT= , KP = ,KR = ,KVQ=
KNP = , KWR = ,KV = ,KVN =
KPN = , KDB =
X PITCH HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
CONST MQDOT= , MPP = ,MPR = ,MRR =
MMDOT= , MQ = ,MVP = ,MVR =
MW = , MVV = ,MDS = ,MDB =
MQN = , MWN = ,MDSN =
X YAW HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS
CONST NPDOT= , NRDOT= ,NPQ = ,NQR =
NVDOT= , NP = ,NR = ,NVQ =
NWP = , NWR = ,NV = ,NVW =
NDR =
X MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FLOODED MARK IX VEHICLE
CONST WEIGHT = , BOY =
YG = , ZG =
IX = , lY =
lYZ = , IXY =
L = , RHO =
AO = ,KPROP =




X INPUT INITIAL CONDITIONS HERE IF REQUIRED
X
,VOL = ,XG = , . . .
,XB = ,ZB = , .. .
,IZ = ,IXZ = , . .
.
,YB =
,G = ,NU = '/.'.'.
,NPROP = X1TEST= , . .
58
INITIAL



































CDO = .00385 + (1.296E-17)x(RE - 1.2E7)kx2
X
























DIVAMP = DEGSTNXO. 0174532925
RUDAMP = DEGRUD^O. 0174532925
N = 6
DO 15 J = 1,N











MM(2,2) = MASS -( (RHO/2 )5(( Lxx3 )XYVD0T )
MM(2,4) = -MASS)(ZG - ( ( RHO/2 ) x( L XX4 )XYPD0T)
MM(2,6) = MASSXXG - ( ( RHO/2 ) X
(
LXX4 )XYRDOT)
MM(3,3) = MASS - ( ( RHO/2 )X( LXK3)XZWD0T)
MM(3,4) = MASS5(YG
MMC3,5) = -MASSXXG -( ( RHO/2 )x( LXX4 )xZQD0T
)
MM(4,2) = -MASSXZG - ( ( RHO/2 )X( LXX4 )XKVDOT)
MM(4,3) = MAS5XYG
MM(4,4) = IX - ((RH0/2)X(LXX5)XKPD0T)
MM(4,5) = -IXY




MM(5,3) = -MASSXXG - ( ( RHO/2 ) x( LKX4 )XMWDOT)
MM(5,4) = -IXY










MM(6,6) = IZ - ((RH0/2)X(LXX5)XNRD0T)
7D
LAST = N^N+35(N






NRITEC S,AOO)((MM(I J), J = 1,6), I = 1,6)
CALL LINV2F(MM,N,IA,MMINV,IDGT,WKAREA,IER)










C NK(12) = .0 02
C CALL DADS(INFO,ISTRAT,IOPT,IONED,IPRINT,IGRAD,NDV,NCON,DX, . . .
C VLB,VUB,OBJ,GW,IDG,NGT,IC,DF,AW,NRA,NCOLA,WK,NRWK, . .
C IHK,NRINK)
IF(INFO.EQ.O) DELPRT = 0.2






IF (U.LT.0.0) SIGNU = -1.0
IF (ABS(U) .LT.XITEST) U = XITEST
SIGNN =1.0
IF (RPM.LT.0.0) SIGNN =-1.0
ETA = 0.012XRPM/U
RE = UXL/NU
CDO = .00385 + (1.296E-17)x(RE - 1.2E7)XX2
CT = 0.008XLX5(2XETA^ABS(ETA)/(A0)
CTl = 0.008XL3(^2/(A0)
EPS = -1 .0 + SIGNN/SIGNUX(SQRT(CT + l .0)-1.0)/(SQRT(CTl + 1.0)-1.0)
XPROP = CD05((ETAXABS(ETA) - 1.0)
X CALCULATE THE DRAG FORCE, INTEGRATE THE DRAG OVER THE VEHICLE
X INTEGRATE USING A ^ TERM GAUSS QUADUTURE
LATYAH =0.0
NORPIT = 0.0
DO 500 K = 1,^
UCF(K) = SQRT((V+G^(K)XR?(L)XX2 + ( W-G4( K)5€QXL)XX2)
IF(UCF(K) .GT.lE-10) THEN
71

















FP(1) = MASSXVXR - MASSXWXQ + MASSXXG)(QX5(2 + MASSXXGXRXX2- . . .
MASSXYGXPXQ - MASSXZGXPXR + ( RHO/2 ) XL x^t+^C XPPXPXX2 +...




(RH0/2)XLX^2X(XVVXVX5(2 + XNNXWX)(2 + XVDRXUXVXDR + UXWX . . .
(XWDSXDS + XHDBXDB) + UXX2X(XDSDSXDSXX2 + XDBDBXDBXX2+. . .




FPC2) = -MASSXUXR - MASSxXGxpxQ + MASSxYGxRxx2 - MASSXZGXQXR +.
(RH0/2)XLXXAX(YPQXP?(Q + YQRXQXR ) + ( RHO/2 ) XLXX3X( YPXUXP +.
YRXUXR + YVQXVXQ + YWPxWxp + YWRXWXR) + ( RHO/2 )XL XX2X .




FPC3) = MASSXUXQ - MASSxvxp - MASSXXGxpxR - MASSxYGXQXR +
MASSXZGXPXX2 + MASSXZGXQXX2 + ( RHO/2 )XLXx^x(ZPPxPxx2 +
ZPRXPXR + ZRRXR)(X2) + (RH0/2)XLX)(3X(ZQXUXQ + ZVPXVXP +
ZVRXVXR) +(RH0/2)XLXX2X(ZWXUXH + ZVVXVXX2 + Uxx2X(ZDSX
DS +ZDBXDB) )-NORPIT+(WEIGHT-BOY)xCOS(THETA)xCOS(PHI )+. .
(RH0/2)XLX5(5XZQNXUXQXEPS +( RH0/2)XLXX2X(ZWNXUXW +ZDSNX
UXX2XDS)XEPS
ROLL FORCE
FP(^) = -IZXQXR +IYXQXR -IXYXPXR +IYZXQXX2 -IYZXRXX2 +IXZXPXQ +
MASSXYGXUXQ -MASSXYGXVXP -MASSxZGXHXp+( RHO/2 )XLXX5X( KPQX
PXQ + KQRXQXR) +(RH0/2)XLX*^X(KPXUXP +KRXUXR + KVQXVXQ +
KWPXHXP + KWRXWXR) +( RH0/2)XLXX3x( KVXUXV + KVWXVXW) + .
(YGXWEIGHT - YBxB0Y)XCOS(THETA)xC0S( PHI) - (ZGXWEIGHT -
ZBXB0Y)XC0S(THETA)XSIN(PHI) + ( RH0/2)XLXXAXKPNXUXPXEPS+







XB)fB0Y)xC0S('THFTA^.cT LATYAW + (XG^WEIGHT -
HRITE (o,500)CFPCI), I _- ,,,,
* END IF
i
NW' COMPUTE THE F(l-o FUNCTIONS
DO 600 J = 1,6
DO 600 K'i'us"-'
"0 continue'"'^ " "MINV(J,K)»FPCK) + F(J)
.
™












H ^"'« 'NGLE RATES FC10-I2,











3f IF (Z.EQ.l .0)WRITE (9,500)(F(I), I = 1,12)
XOO F0RMAT(6E12.<4)














U = INTGRL (UCUDOT)
X X(l) = U
V = INTGRLCO.CVDOT)
K Y f o s - w
N = INTGRL(0.0,NDOT)
X X(3) = N
P = INTGRLCO.O.PDOT)
X XC^) = P
Q = INTGRKO.CQDOT)
X X(5) = Q
R = INTGRL(0.0,RDOT)
X X ( 6 ) = R
XPOS = If<TGRL(0.0,XDOT)
X X( 7 ) = XPOS
YPOS = INTGRL(0.0,YDOT)
X X(8) = YPOS
Z = INTGRL(0.0,ZDOT)
X X(9) = ZPOS
PHI = INTGRLCO.O, PHIDOT)
X X(IO) = PHI
THETA = INTGRLCO.O, THETAD)
X X(ll) = THETA
PSI = INTGRLCO.O, PSIDOT)
X XC12) = PSI
X
PHIANG = PHI/0. 017^532925
THEANG = THETA/0. 017^532925







INTGRD = (UXU +VXV+W)(N+P^P+QXQ+R?(R+XPOSXXPOS+CYPOS-YORD)X
(YP0S-Y0RD) + (Z-0RDDEP)5((Z-0RDDEP) + PH1*PHI+. . .
THETA5(THETA + PSI)^PSI) + ( DS^DS+DBxDB ) + ( DRXDR)





RN = TIME/(FINTIM/10.-DELT/10000. )
PN = TIf'1E/(FINTIM/20.-DELT/10000. )




X ADDITIONALLY THE PLANES SHOULD BE AT EQUILIBRIUM SO THE







K CONSTRAINTS FOR A DIVE
X ORDERED DEPTH = ORDDEP
GN(1) = (Z-0RDDEP)K.5
GW(2) = (0RDDEP-Z)x.5











X AVOIDING THE OBSTACLE
X DIST1=SQRT((XP0S-X0BS1)X(XP0S-X0BS1)+(ZP0S-Z0BS1)X(ZP0S-Z0BS1))
X IF (DISTl.LT.DSAVEl) DSAVE1=DIST1
X GW(6) = (l.-DSAVEl)
NDX = XP0S/17.'425















FILE: TX DSL Al
TITLE LINEAR AUV MODEL / STERN PLANE AND BOW PLANE SEPARATED
TITLE WITH COMMANDS TO NONLINEAR MODEL
X (1) UPDATED:05/30/88
K (3) RIGHT OBJ EQUATION
X (A) ADS CONSTRAINTS ON DEPTH AND PITCH
X (5) OBSTACLE FURTHER DOWN THE TRAJECTORY AND ABOVE IT
X (6) CORRECT OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE ROUTINE ADDED
XXXX5(X)(3(5()^^^XXXXX)(XXXADSL SET-UPX)(XX)(XXXXXXXX5(X)(XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
FIXED ISTRAT, lOPT, lONED, IPRINT, INFO, IGRAD, NDV, NCON
FIXED IDG, NOT, IC, NRA, NCOLA, NRWK, IWK, NRIWK, 0, H,D,C,PP
D DIMENSION AW(^2,'42)
ARRAY HKC^OOO), IWK(IOOO)
ARRAY DX(^O), VLB(AO), VUB(^O), GW(07), DF(^I), IDG(07), IC(07)
PARAM NRA = '42, NC0LA = 42, NRWK = AOOO, NRIWK=1000
PARAM IGRAD = 0, INFO = 0, NDV = <iO, NCON = 07, NGT = 07
TABLE DX(l-2)=2x.0,DX(3-21)=19X0. , IDG( 1-6 ) =6X-1
TABLE DX(22-40)=19X0.
TABLE IDG(7-0)=1X1
TABLEVLB(l-9)=9^-.17^52, VLB(ll-19) = 9x-.2'^^3,VLB(10) = 0.,VLB(20) = 0.
TABLE VUB(1-9)=9X.I7A52, VUB( II -1 9 ) =9X . 2^<43 , VUB( 1 ) = . .VUB(20) = 0.
TABLE VLB(21-39) = 19^-.5236 27,VUB(21-39) = 19^'.5236 27,VUB(^0-^I) = 2X0.
TABLE VLB(^0-A1)=2X0 .
PARAM ISTRAT=3, I0PT=1, I0NED=1, IPRINT=0000


















X5(JfXXX*^)(5(?^xx^X3(X^^D S L MODEL FOR LINEAR SIMULATION xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx)
XX)(XX3(^j(X^^X)()(5(X3(^AND NON-LINEAR SIMULATION VARYING CONTROL L AWXXXXXXXXX)
X LINEAR MODEL/NON-LINEAR MODEL
D COMMON/BLOCKl/ MMINV(6,6), MM(6,6), AA(12,12), BB(6,6)
D C0MM0N/BL0CK2/ B( 6 , 6 ) , A( 12, 12) , UM0D(6 ) , GKK( 6 , 21
)
D COMMON/BLOCKS/ F(12), FP(6), UCFC^)
D COMMON/BLOCKA/ GA ( 4 ) , GK<4 ( ^ ) , BR( "^ ) , HH( ^ )
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X INPUT INITIAL CONDITIONS HERE IF REQUIRED
X
INITIAL
^ DSAVE1 = SQRT((XP0SM-X0B51)X(XP0SM-X0BS1)+. . .
X (ZPOSM-ZOBSI)X(ZPOSM-ZOBSI))
X DSAVEV=DSAVE1





H = H + 1
IF (H.EQ.l) THEN
fj = 6
DO 2 J = 1,N
JJ= J+N
DO 1 K = 1,N
KK= K+N


































































K INPUT THE VEHICLE INITIAL CONDITIONS
















RUDAMP = DEGRUD)(0. 017^532925





















K THE LINEAR PROPULSION MODEL
X ETA = 0.0123(RPM/U0
ETA = 1.0
RE = UO^L/NU
CDO = .00585 + (1 .296E-17))((RE - 1.2E7)xx2
CT = 0.00S^L^5(2^ETA^ABSCETA)/(A0)
CTl = 0. 008^LXX2/(A0)
EPS = -1 .0+(SQRT(CT+l .0)-l .0)/(SQRT(CTl+l .0)-l .0)
XPROP = CD0?^(ETAXABS(ETA) - 1.0)
X CALCULATE THE MASS MATRIX
MM(1,1) = MASS -((RH0/2)X(L)()(5)XXUD0T)
MM(1,5) = MASS?(ZG
MM(1,6) = -MASS5(YG
MM(2,2) = MASS -( ( RHO/2 )X( L«K3)XYVD0T)
MM(2,^) = -MASSXZG -( ( RHO/2 )^( Lxx^ )KYPDOT)
MMC2,6) = MASSXXG - ( ( RH0/2)X( L*x^)XYRDOT
)
MM(5,5) = MASS - ( (RHO/2) x( Lxx3))(ZHD0T)
MM(3,^) = MASSXYG
MM(3,5) = -MASS5(XG -( ( RH0/2)X( LXX^ )XZQDOT)
MM(^,2) = -MASS5(ZG - ( ( RH0/2)X( Lxx^)XKVDOT)
MM(^,3) = MASS^YG
MM(^,^) = IX - ((RH0/2)^CLXX5)XKPD0T)
MM(4,5) = -IXY
MM(<4,6) = -IXZ -((RH0/2)X(L^X5)XKRD0T)
MM(5,1) = MASSXZG
MM(5,5) = -MASSXXG -( ( RHO/2 ))(( Lxx^ )XMWDOT)
MM(5,<4) = -IXY
MM(5,5) = lY -((RH0/2)X(LJ(X5)XMQD0T)
MM(5,6) = -lYZ I
MM(6,1) = -MASS5(YG
MM(6,2) = MASSXXG -( ( RHO/2 ) x( L^x^ )XNVDOT)
MM(6,4) = -IXZ - ((RH0/2)X(LXX5)XNPD0T)
MM(6,5) = -lYZ



















RHO/2)(LXX3^XQDSNXQ05(DS^Fp(!p£n^^^F "^ XDRDR^DRX)f 2 ) ) +
2^pSDSN^UOXDSKX2)SEpf+RHn^^SSi^Mt!!vi^^^''J^^SN)^W0xDS +
X^SB^SB52%^gB^%\^2^^^°-'-"-^^^^^


















FILE: TX DSL Al
RHO/2^L5^5(3XZVR5(V0
M.'s, = -MASs'zgJpO .




RHO/2^L^«XUO;^MDB/2^DBS q/2XLXX^x(MVP^P0 + ...




NVW^^WO) MAc^cr^YP^on + RHO/2XLXX^X(NWPXP0 +NWRXR0) +







A(7,2) = COS(PSI0)^5IN(THETA0)^SIN(PHI0) - SI M( P5I ) 5(C05( PHIO )
A(7,3) = COS(PSIO)^SIN(THETAO)XC05(PHIO) + SI N( P5I ) XSINC PHI )
A(7,10)^ V0^CO3(PSI0)5^SIN(THETA0)^CO5(PHI0) + VOs^SINC PSIO ) ^ . . .
SltJ(PHIO) - WOKCOS(PSIO)XSIN(THETAO)5(SIN(PHIO) + ...
WOXSIN(PSIO)*COS(PHIO)
A(7,ll)= -U0^XOS(PSI0)^SIN(THETA0) + V05(COS( PSI )^COS(THETA0 ))(
.
SIN(PHIO) + W0^COS(PSI0)XCOS(THETA0)5(COS(PHI0)
A(7,12)= -U0^SIN(PSI0)XCOS(THETA0) - VOXSINC PSI ) XSIM( THETAO )x
SIN(PHIO) - V0XCOS(PSI0)^COS(PHIO) - NO^^SI N( PSIO ))f . . .
SIN(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO) + WO^COSC PSI )5(SIN( PHI )
A(8,l) = SIN(PSI0)5(C0S(THETA0)
ACS, 2) = SIN(PSIO)?^SIN(THETAO)^SIN(PHIO) + COSC PSI )5(C0S( PHIO )
ACS, 3) = SIN(PSI0)XSIN(THETA0)XCOS(PHI0) - COS( PSI )?^SIN( PHIO)
ACS, 10)= VOKSINCPSIO)5(SINCTHETAO)5(COSCPHIO) - VO^^COSC PSIO ) K . . .
SINCPHIO) - N03(SINCPSI0)XSINCTHETA0)XSINCPHI0) - ...
WOXCOSCPSIO)XCOSCPHIO)
ACS, 11)= -U0^SINCPSI0)X5INCTHETA0) + VO^SINC PSI )XCOSCTHETAO )x
SINCPHIO) + W03(SINCPSI0)XCOSCTHETA0)?(COSCPHI0)
ACS, 12)= UOXC05CP5IO)^COSCTHETAO) + VO^COSC PSI )^SINC THETAO )x
.
SINCPHIO) - V0xSIfKPSI0)xCOSCPHIO) + WO^COSC PSI ))^ . . .




















AC11,10)= -QOXSINCPHIO) - ROXCOSCPHIO)
AC12,5) = SINCPHI0)/COSCTHETA0)
AC12,6) = COSCPHI0)/COSCTHETA0)
AC 12, 10)= Q05(COSCPHI0)/COSCTHETA0)-ROKSINCPHI0)/COS(THETA0)
AC12,11)= Q0^SINCPHI0)/COSCTHETA0)>fTANCTHETA0) + ...
R0XCOSCPHI0)/COSCTHETA0)3(TAN(THETA0)
WRITEC10,200)CCACI, J), J=1,12),I=1,12)







RHO/2?(LJ(?(3XXRDRXUOXRO+RHO/2XLX5«2X(XRDRXUOXVO +UOXX2X. . .
2^XDRDR^DR)
U05(Q0xXQDB/2 + U0XW05(XNDB/2 + U0XX2XXDBDBXDBS
UO^QO^XQDB/2 + UOXHOxXWDB/2 + U05(^2^XDBDB*DBP
U0?(Q05(XQDS + UO^WO^XWDS +U0x^2X2xXDSDS^DS + RHO/2^L 5e)(3)(
,
XQDSN5(U0^Q0^EPS + RHO/2XLXX2x(XWDSNxU0XW0 + 2XXDSDSNX,
U0^X2XDS)^EPS










B(A,6) = -YBXCOS(THETAO)3(COS(PHIO) + ZBXCOS(THETAO)X3IH(PHIO)
B(5,2) = RH0/2^Lxx3xU0X5(2^MDB/2
B(5,3) = RH0/2^L?(5(3xU0)(5(2^MDB/2
B(5,^) = RHO/2^L5(^35((U05(5(2^MDS +MDSN5(UOXX2XEPS)
B(5,6) = XBKCOS(THETA0)XCOS(PHI0) + ZBXSINC THETAO)
B(6,l) = RHO/2)(L?(J(3)(NDR)(U0X)(2
B(6,6) = -XBXCOS(THETAO)XSIN(PHIO) - YBxSINdHETAO
)
FORMULATE THE A AfJD B MATRIX FOR STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION
MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DX
DO 80 I = 1,6
DO 70 J = 1,6
8A
FILE: TX DSL Al
SUM =0.0
DO 60 K = 1,6






X MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DZ
DO 50 I = 1,6
DO AO J = 7,12
SUM =0.0
DO 50 K = 1,6






DO 5 I = 7,12
DO 6 J = 1,12
AA(I,J) = A (I, J)
6 COfJTINUE
5 COfJTINUE
l'JRITE(10,200)((AA(I,J),J = l,12),I = l,12)
200 FORMATC 6E12.'^)
X MULTIPLY MMINV AND DF/DU
DO 110 I = 1,6
DO 100 J = 1,6
SUM =0.0
DO 90 K = 1,6





WRITE ( 9,30 0)((BB(I,J),J=1,6),I=1,6)
300 F0RMAT(6E12.4)
DO 405 I = 1,6
READ (2,401)(GKK(I, J), J=l,21)


















X CALCULATE BBXU PART OF XDOT = AAXX + BBXU
X
DO 10 J = 1,6
SUM =0.0
DO 15 K = 1,6





DO 21 J= 1,12
SUM =0.0
DO 25 K = 1,12




X CALCULATE XDOT = AAXX + BBXU
DO 31 J = 1,6
XDOT(J) = XDOTX(J) + XDOTU(J)
31 CONTINUE

















X INTEGRATE XDOT TO GET THE STATE VECTOR X
<






XPOSM = INTGRKO.O, XDOTM)
YPOSM = INTGRKO.O, YDOTM)
ZPOSM = INTGRKO.O, ZDOTM)
PHIM = INTGRKO.O, PHMDOT)
THETAM = INTGRKO.O, THETMD)












































X DBS = -(GKK(2,1)XU + GKK(2,2)XV + GKK(2,3)XW + GKK(2,<4)XP +...
X GKK(2, 5)5(0 + GKKC2,6)5(R + GKK( 2 , 7 ) ?(XPOS + GKK( 2, 8 )XYPOS +...
X GKK(2,9)XZP0S + GKK( 2 , 1 )3(PHI + GKK( 2 , 1 1) ^(THETA + ...
X GKK(2,12)5(PSI + GKK(2,15)XWM + GKK( 2 , 1 A ) 5(QM + GKK( 2 , 15 )5( . . .
X ZPOSM + GKK(2,16)5fTHETAM + GKK( 2 , 17 ) 5(UM0D( 2 ) + GKK( 2, 18 )X . . .
X UM0D(3) + GKK(2,19)XUM0D(A))
X DBP = -(GKK(3,1)5(U + GKK(5,2)^V + GKK(3,3)?(W + GKK(3,^)XP +...
X GKK(3,5)XQ + GKK(3,6)5(R + GKK( 3, 7 )?(XPOS + GKK( 3, 8 )XYP0S +...
X GKK(3,'?)^ZP0S + GKK(3,10))(PHI + GKK( 3 , 1 1) ^THETA + ...
X GKKC3,12)XPSI + GKK(3,13)5(WM + GKK( 3 , 1"^ )^QM + GKK( 3, 15)x . , .
X ZPOSM + GKKC3,16)5(THETAM + GKK( 3 , 17 )3(UM0D( 2 ) + GKK( 3, 18 )x . . .
X UM0D(3) + GKK(3,19)XUM0D('^))
X DS = -(GKK(A,1))'.U + GKK(.^,2)^\I + GKK(4,3)XN + GKK('4,^)XP +...
X GKK(^,5)5(Q + GKK(A,6)^R + GKK( "4 , 7 ) ?^XPOS + GKKC 4 , 8 ) 5(YP0S +...
X GK!<(^,9)5(ZPOS + GKKCA, 10)?(PHI + GKK ( <; , 1 1) ^THETA + ...
X GKK(^,12)^'PSI + GKK('4,13)5(WM + GKK( ^4 , 1 ^ ) 5(0M + GKK( ^ , 15 ) 5( . . .
X ZPOSM + GKK(';,16)5(THETAM + GKK( ^ , 17 J J^UMQDC 2 ) + GKK( '4 , 18 ) 5( . . .
X ' UM0D(3) + GKK(^,19)XUM0DC^) )
X PUT IN STERN AND BON PLANE STOPS
X
X IF(ABS(DBS) .GT .0.6) THEN
X DBS = 0.6XABS(DBS)/DBS
X ENDIF
X IF(ABS(DBP) .GT.0.6) THEN
X DBP = 0.6XABS(DBP)/DBP
X ENDIF
X IF(ABS(DS) .GT.0.6) THEN







IF (U.LT .0.0) SIGNU = -1.0
IF (ABS(U) .LT.XITEST) U = XITEST
SIGNN =1.0




FILE: TX DSL Al
RE = U^L/NU
CDO = .00385 + (1 .296E-17)?((RE - 1.2E7)KX2
CT = 0.008XLX5(2?«ETA^ABS(ETA)/(A0)
CTl = 0.008^L?fX2/(A0)
EPS = -1 .0 + SIGNN/SIGNU5((SQRT(CT + 1.0)-1.0)/(SQRT(CTl + 1.0)-1.0)
XPROP = CD05((ETA5(ABS(ETA) - 1.0)
X CALCULATE THE DRAG FORCE, INTEGRATE THE DRAG OVER THE VEHICLE
¥: INTEGRATE USING A ^ TERM GAUSS QUADUTURE
LATYAW =0.0
fJORPIT = 0.0
DO 500 K = 1,^
UCF(K) = SQRT((V +G4(K)5(RXL)XX2 + ( W-G^( K) XQ3(L) XX2 )
IF(UCF(K) .GT.lE-10) THEN




LATYAN = LATYAW + TERMlJ^GK-^C K )?^L








FP(1) = MASSXVXR - MASSXWXQ + MASSXXGXQXX2 + MASSxXGxRxx2- . .
.
MASSKYGXPXQ - MASSXZGXPXR + ( RHO/2 ) XL xx<^X( XPP^PXX2 +...
XQQXQX)(2 + XRRXRXX2 + XPRxpxR) +( RHO/2 ) xLXX3x( XWQxWxQ +
XVP5(VXP + XVRXVXR+UXQX(XQDSXDS + XQDB/2XDBP) + XRDRXUXRXDR)+.
(RH0/2)XLXX2X(XVVxvxx2 + XNNXNxx2 + XVDRXUXVXDR + Uxwx.
(XNDSXDS + XWDB/2^DBP) + UXX2^(XDSDSXDSXX2 + XDBDB/2XDBPX5(2+.
XDRDRXDRX5(2) )-(HEIGHT -BOY ) xSIfK THETA ) +( RHO/2 ) 5^L XX3X .
XQDSN5(UXQxDSXEPS+(RH0/2)^LXX2^(XNDSNXUXHXDS + XDSD3tJXUXx2x
DSX)(2)XEPS +(RH0/2)XLXX2XUXX2XXPR0P + RH0/2XLXX3XUXQX ...





FPC2) = -MASSXUXR + MASSxXGxpxQ + MASSXYGXRXX2 - MASSXZGXQXR +.
(RH0/2)xLxx<4X(YPQXpXQ + YQRxQxR ) + ( RHO/2 ) XLXX3X( YPxuxp +.
YRXUXR + YVQXVXQ + YWPXWXP + YWRXHXR) + ( RH0/2)XLXX2X .






FP(3) = MASS^UXQ - MASS5(V^P - MASS^XG^PJ^R - MASS^YG^fQ^^R +
MASS>;ZG;^P^5^2 + MASS^ZG)fQ^x2 + ( RHO/2 ) ?(L5(5(^?(( ZPP^P^^Z +.
ZPR^P5(R + ZRR^R^?^-2) + ( RHO/2)5(L^5(3^(ZQ^U^Q + ZVP^^VJ^P +.
ZVR?^VXR) +(RH0/2)>fL^^2^(ZN?(U^H + ZVV5^V^^2 + U^X25<(ZDS^.
DS + ZDB/2)(DBP))-fJ0RPIT+(HEIGHT-B0Y)^C0S(THETA)J(C0S(PHI) +
(RHO/2)XL5(X3^ZQN^U^Q5(EPS +( RHO/2 )^Lxx2x(ZWNXUXW +ZDSN5(.
UX)^2XDS)XEPS+ RH0/2XLXX2XUXX2^ZDB/2XDBS
ROLL FORCE
FP(^) = -IZ^QXR +IYXOXR -IXY5(PXR +IYZJ(QXX2 -IYZXR)(X2 +IXZXPXQ +
MASS^YGXU3(Q -MASS^^YG^VXP -MASS)(ZG^W^P+( RHO/2 )XL5(^5^( KPQX
P5(Q + KQR^Q5(R) +(RH0/2)XLX^<^X(KPXU^P +KR5(U^R + KVQ^^V^Q +
KWPXW^P + KNR)(WXR) +(RH0/2))(LX5(5K(KVXU)(V + KVWXV^^W) +
(YG^NEIGHT - YB^^BOY ) 5(C0S( THETA ) XCOS ( PHI) - (ZG^^WEIGHT -




FP(5) = -IX^PXR +IZ^P5(R +IXY^QXR -lYZ^PXQ -IXZ)(PX5(2 +IXZXR?(X2 -
MASS^XGXUXQ + MASS^XGXV^^P + MASS^ZG^V5(R - MASS^ZG^W^'Q +.
(RHQ/2)XL^^5^(MPP5(P^^2 +MPR^P)(R +MRR¥R)(X2 ) + ( RHO/2 ))(LXxa)(
(MQi^UKQ + MVPXV^.P + MVRXVXR) + ( RHO/2 ) 5(L XX35(( MWXU^H + ..
MVVXVXX2 + U)«x2?f(MDSXDS+MDB/2XDBP))+ NORPIT -( XG^^HEIGHT- .
XB^B0Y)XC0S(THETA)XC0S(PHI) +...
(RHO/2)^L^X3K(MNNXU5(W+MDSfJ5(U5()(2XDS)XEPS+ RH0/2XLXX3X. . .
UXX2J(MDB/25(DBS-(ZG^HEIGHT-ZB5(B0Y)^SINCTHETA)
YAH FORCE
FP(6) = -1Y*P^Q +IXXP)(Q +IXY^PXX2 -IXYXQ)()f2 +IYZXPXR -IXZ^QXR -
KASS5<XG^U)(R + MASSXXG5(W5(P - MASS5(YG?(V^R + MASS^YG^W^Q +.
(RH0/2)^LXX5X(NPQXP)(Q + NQR^Q^R) +( RHO/2 )XL XJ^f^)^ ( NPXUXP+
.
NR5<U3(R + HVQXV?(Q +NWP3<WXP + NWR)(NXR) +( RHO/2 ) XL XX35(( NVX .









NON COMPUTE THE F(l-6) FUNCTIONS
DO 600 J = 1,6
F(J) = 0.0
DO 600 K = 1,6
F(J) = MMINV(J,K)XFP(K) + F(J)
CONTINUE
THE LAST SIX EQUATIONS COME FROM THE KINEMATIC RELATIONS





ItJERTIAL POSITION RATES F(7-9)
F(7) = UCO + UXC0S(PSI)5(C0S(THETA) + V)(( COS( PSD )f5IN( THETA )^ . . .
SirUPHI) - SIN(PSI)^COS(PHI)) + NX(COS(PSI)^SIN(THETA)X. ,
COS(PHI) + SIN(PSI)5(SIN(PHI))
F(8) = VCO + UXSIN(PSI)^COS(THETA) + V?(( SIN( PSI )5(SIN(THETA )^ . . .
SirUPHI) + COS(PSI)XCOS(PHI)) + WX(SIN(PSI)XSIN(THETA)J(.
COS(PHI) - COS(PSI)XSIN(PHI))
F(9) = WCO - UXSIN(THETA) +VxCOS(THETA)xSIN(PHI) +WkCOS(THETA)x
COS(PHI)
EULER ANGLE RATES F(10-12)
F(10) = P + QXSIN(PHI)?(TANCTHETA) + RXCOS( PHI)XTAN(THETA)
FCll) = Q^COS(PHI) - R^^SnUPHI)





Z = Z + 1


















































PHIANG = PHI/0. 017A532925










3( ADDITIONALLY THE PLANES








SHOULD BE AT EQUILIBRIUM SO THE




CONSTRAINTS FOR A DIVE
ORDERED DEPTH = ORDDEP
GW(l) = (ZP0SM-0RDDEP)X.5
GW(2) = (0RDDEP-ZP0SM)X.5
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